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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR JOINT TRANSMISSION

(57) The present invention provides a method and
device for joint transmission, where the method includes:
sending, by an initiating AP to a station STA, a request
to send message, where the request to send message
includes a joint transmission indication and address in-
formation of a coordinated AP pre-determined to partic-
ipate in the joint transmission, to enable the STA to send
a clear to send message to the coordinated AP corre-

sponding to the address information and the initiating AP
according to the joint transmission indication; sending,
by the initiating AP, data to the STA according to the clear
to send message after receiving the clear to send mes-
sage, to realize sending the data to the STA simultane-
ously with the coordinated AP. The present invention en-
sures the synchronous transmission during joint trans-
mission.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communication technologies, and in particular, to a method and a
device for joint transmission.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Coordinated multiple point (Coordinated Multiple Point, CoMP) technology is an effective method for extending
high data rate coverage and for improving cell edge throughput, or even whole system throughput in a long term evolution
(Long Term Evolution, LTE) system. Joint transmission (Joint Transmission, JT) is a way to coordinate in the CoMP
technology. In JT, data of a user is shared among coordinated nodes which send data to the user simultaneously. For
example, eNodeB1, eNodeB2 and eNodeB3 provide CoMP service for UE1 which belongs to the eNodeB1, and these
three eNodeBs send the same data to the UE1 simultaneously. With the rapid development of network technologies
and mobile devices, wireless local area network technology (Wireless Local Area Networks, WLAN) based on IEEE
802.11 standard is significantly developed and widely applied, and it is desirable to perform coordinated transmission
among multiple access points (Access Point, AP) in the WLAN by using the JT technology, so that the multiple APs in
the WLAN can send data to a station (Station, STA) simultaneously.
[0003] However, following problems are encountered when applying the JT technology to the WLAN. The WLAN is
different from the LTE in that the LTE uses a certain frequency band which is authorized, and thus a base station may
perform scheduling on certain time and frequency resources, which ensures coordinated management among base
stations; but the WLAN uses a free frequency band without authorization, a channel access mechanism of the WLAN
is an access mechanism based on contention, where the AP and the STA access a channel via contention. This kind
of contention mechanism results in an uncertainty in using the channel, APs which need to send data cooperatively are
uncertain about when they can access channels, and it is hard to ensure that the APs obtain the right to use the channels
simultaneously, and thus a synchronization requirement for joint transmission is difficult to be satisfied, and the asyn-
chronization among the APs would substantially decrease the performance of joint transmission. Therefore, the uncer-
tainty in the channel contention mechanism of the WLAN makes it hard to implement the JT technology in the WLAN.

SUMMARY

[0004] The present invention provides a method and a device for joint transmission, so as to ensure synchronous
transmission of APs during joint transmission.
[0005] A first aspect provides a method for joint transmission, including:

sending, by an initiating access point AP to a station STA, a request to send message used for the joint transmission,
where the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated
AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, to enable the STA to send a clear to send message used
for the joint transmission to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP
according to the joint transmission indication, to enable the coordinated AP to send data to the STA according to
the clear to send message;
sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA according to the clear to send message after receiving the clear
to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously with the coordinated AP.

[0006] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation, a channel resource for the coordinated AP
is reserved or obtained via contention.
[0007] With reference to the first aspect, in a second possible implementation, the sending, by the initiating AP, the
data to the STA according to the clear to send message includes:

sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA after an interval of a first fixed time from receiving the clear to send
message by the initiating AP, where the first fixed time is the same as a second fixed time, and where the second
fixed time is a time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by the
coordinated AP.

[0008] With reference to the second possible implementation of the first aspect, in a third possible implementation,
the sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA includes:
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sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corre-
sponding to a number of APs participating in the joint transmission.

[0009] With reference to the third possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation,
before the initiating AP receives the clear to send message, further include: exchanging, by the initiating AP with the
coordinated AP, joint transmission communication mode information, where the joint transmission communication mode
information includes different numbers of APs and joint transmission coordination modes corresponding to the numbers
of the APs.
[0010] With reference to any one of the first aspect to the fourth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fifth
possible implementation, the request to send message or the clear to send message is a control frame, including a
frame header and a frame body, where the frame header includes a subtype field subtype, and where the frame body
includes a category field category, an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements; a
value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the request to send message or the clear to send message
is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category is configured to represent the joint transmission
indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to represent that the control frame is a request to send
control frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint transmission; the address
information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.
[0011] With reference to any one of the first aspect to the fourth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixth
possible implementation, the request to send message or the clear to send message is a control frame, the control frame
represents, via a value of a subtype field subtype in a frame header, that the control frame is a request to send control
frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint transmission; the address
information of the coordinated AP is set in a receive address field RA of the frame header.
[0012] A second aspect provides a method for joint transmission, including:

receiving, by a coordinated AP, a clear to send message sent by a station STA, where the clear to send message
includes a joint transmission indication and address information of an AP participating in the joint transmission, and
where the clear to send message is sent by the STA after receiving a request to send message sent by an initiating AP;
when determining, according to the joint transmission indication included in the clear to send message, that the
address information in the clear to send message includes its own address information and that it itself has a channel
resource for participating in the joint transmission, sending, by the coordinated AP, data to the STA according to
the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously with the initiating AP.

[0013] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation, the channel resource for the coordinated
AP is reserved or obtained via contention.
[0014] With reference to the second aspect, in a second possible implementation, before the receiving, by the coor-
dinated AP, the clear to send message sent by the station STA, further include: receiving, by the coordinated AP, a joint
transmission request message sent by the STA, where the joint transmission request message is configured for the STA
to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in the joint transmission, where the joint transmission request message
includes the joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in
the joint transmission; when determining, by the coordinated AP, that its own address information is included in the joint
transmission request message and that it itself has the channel resource for participating in the joint transmission,
returning a joint transmission request acknowledgment message to the STA, to enable the STA to determine a number
of APs participating in the joint transmission, according to the joint transmission request acknowledgment message and
include the number of the APs in the clear to send message; where the sending the data to the STA according to the
clear to send message includes sending, by the coordinated AP, the data to the STA according to the number of the
APs participating in the joint transmission included in the clear to send message and in accordance with a joint transmission
coordination mode corresponding to the number of the APs.
[0015] With reference to the second possible implementation of the second aspect, in a third possible implementation,
the joint transmission request message or the joint transmission request acknowledgment message is a control frame,
including a frame header and a frame body; where the frame header includes a subtype field subtype, and the frame
body includes a category field category, an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements;
a value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the joint transmission request message or the joint
transmission request acknowledgment message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category is
configured to represent a joint transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to represent
that the control frame is a joint transmission request control frame or a joint transmission request acknowledgment
control frame; the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.
[0016] A third aspect provides a method for joint transmission, including:
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receiving, by a station STA, a request to send message sent by an initiating AP, where the request to send message
includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate
in the joint transmission;
sending, by the STA, according to the joint transmission indication, a clear to send message used for the joint
transmission, to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP;
receiving, by the STA, data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP according to
the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear to send message.

[0017] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation, after the receiving, by the station STA,
the request to send message sent by the initiating AP, and before the sending the clear to send message to the coordinated
AP corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP, further including: sending, by the STA, a joint trans-
mission request message to the coordinated AP, where the joint transmission request message is configured for the
STA to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in the joint transmission, where the JTR frame includes the joint
transmission indication and the address information of the coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint
transmission; receiving ,by the STA, a joint transmission request acknowledgment message returned by the coordinated
AP, where the joint transmission request acknowledgment message is sent by the coordinated AP when determining
that its own address information is included in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has a channel
resource for participating in the joint transmission; determining, by the STA, according to the joint transmission request
acknowledgment message, a number of APs participating in the joint transmission, and including the number of the APs
in the clear to send message; where the receiving, by the STA, the data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating
AP and the coordinated AP according to the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive
the clear to send message includes: receiving, by the STA, the data which is sent to the STA simultaneously by the
initiating AP and the coordinated AP in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the
number of the APs included in the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear
to send message.
[0018] A fourth aspect provides an initiating access point AP, including:

an information transceiving unit, configured to send, to a station STA, a request to send message used for the joint
transmission, where the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information
of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, to enable the STA to send, according to
the joint transmission indication, a clear to send message used for the joint transmission to the coordinated AP
corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP, to enable the coordinated AP to send data to the
STA according to the clear to send message; and configured to receive the clear to send message;
a data transmission unit, configured to, after the information transceiving unit receives the clear to send message,
send the data to the STA according to the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously
with the coordinated AP.

[0019] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the data transmission unit is specifically
configured to send the data to the STA after an interval of a first fixed time from a time when the information transceiving
unit receives the clear to send message, where the first fixed time is the same as a second fixed time, and where the
second fixed time is a time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by
the coordinated AP.
[0020] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a second possible implementation,
the data transmission unit is specifically configured to send data to the STA in accordance with a joint transmission
coordination mode corresponding to a number of APs participating in the joint transmission.
[0021] With reference to the second possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a third possible implementation,
the information transceiving unit is further configured to exchange joint transmission communication mode information
with the coordinated AP before receiving the clear to send message, where the joint transmission communication mode
information includes different numbers of APs and joint transmission coordination modes corresponding to the numbers
of APs.
[0022] With reference to any one of the fourth aspect to the third possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
fourth possible implementation, the request to send message or the clear to send message is a control frame, including
a frame header and a frame body; the frame header includes a subtype field subtype, and the frame body includes a
category field category, an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements; a value of the
subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the request to send message or the clear to send message is a HEW
Indication frame; a value of the category field category is configured to represent the joint transmission indication, a
value of the indication field indication is configured to represent that the control frame is a request to send control frame
used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint transmission; and the address information
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of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.
[0023] With reference to any one of the fourth aspect to the third possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
fifth possible implementation, the request to send message or the clear to send message is a control frame, the control
frame represents, via a value of a subtype field subtype in a frame header, that the control frame is a request to send
control frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint transmission; and the
address information of the coordinated AP is set in a receive address field RA of the frame header.
[0024] A fifth aspect provides a coordinated access point AP, including:

an information transceiving unit, configured to receive a clear to send message sent by a station STA, where the
clear to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of an AP participating in the
joint transmission; where the clear to send message is sent by the STA after receiving a request to send message
sent by an initiating AP;
an information processing unit, configured to judge, according to the joint transmission indication included in the
clear to send message, whether the address information in the clear to send message includes its own address
information and whether it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission;
a data transmission unit, configured to, when a judging result of the information processing unit is yes, send data
to the STA according to the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously with the
initiating AP.

[0025] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the information transceiving unit is further
configured to, before receiving the clear to send message sent by the station STA, receive a joint transmission request
message sent by the STA, where the joint transmission request message is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated
AP whether to participate in the joint transmission, where the joint transmission request message includes the joint
transmission indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmis-
sion; the information processing unit is further configured to, when determining that its own address information is
included in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint
transmission, instruct the information transceiving unit to return a joint transmission request acknowledgment message
to the STA, to enable the STA to determine a number of APs participating in the joint transmission according to the joint
transmission request acknowledgment message and include the number of the APs in the clear to send message; the
data transmission unit is specifically configured to send the data to the STA according to the number of the APs partic-
ipating in the joint transmission included in the clear to send message, in accordance with a joint transmission coordination
mode corresponding to the number of the APs, after an interval of a second fixed time from a time when the clear to
send message is received; where the second fixed time is the same as a first fixed time, where the first fixed time is a
time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by the initiating AP.
[0026] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a third possible implementation, the
joint transmission request message or the joint transmission request acknowledgment message is a control frame,
including a frame header and a frame body; the frame header includes a subtype field subtype, and the frame body
includes a category field category, an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements; a
value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the joint transmission request message or the joint
transmission request acknowledgment message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category is
configured to represent the joint transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to represent
that the control frame is a joint transmission request control frame or a joint transmission request acknowledgment
control frame; and the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.
[0027] A sixth aspect provides a station STA, including:

an information transceiving unit, configured to receive a request to send message sent by an initiating AP, where
the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated AP
pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission; and to send, according to the joint transmission indication,
a clear to send message used for the joint transmission, to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address
information and the initiating AP; and
a data receiving unit, configured to receive data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated
AP according to the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear to send
message.

[0028] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the information transceiving unit is further
configured to send a joint transmission request message to the coordinated AP when a channel resource of the coor-
dinated AP is obtained via contention, where the joint transmission request message is configured for the STA to ask
the coordinated AP whether to participate in the joint transmission, where the JTR frame includes the joint transmission
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indication and the address information of the coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission; and
to receive a joint transmission request acknowledgment message returned by the coordinated AP, where the joint
transmission request acknowledgment message is sent by the coordinated AP when the coordinated AP determines
that its own address information is included in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has a channel
resource for participating in the joint transmission; and an information processing unit is further included which is con-
figured to determine, according to the joint transmission request acknowledgment message, a number of APs participating
in the joint transmission, and to include the number of the APs in the clear to send message; where, the data receiving
unit is specifically configured to receive data, which is sent to the STA simultaneously by the initiating AP and the
coordinated AP in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the number of the APs
included in the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear to send message.
[0029] The method and the device for joint transmission according to the present invention give rise to the technical
effects that: through sending by a STA a clear to send message to a coordinated AP, an initiating AP notifies the
coordinated AP of sending data to the STA according to the clear to send message simultaneously together with the
initiating AP, so that the coordinated AP and the initiating AP can realize synchronous transmission according to the
clear to send message, thereby ensuring synchronous transmission among APs participating in the coordination during
the joint transmission.

hBRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0030]

FIG. 1 is an optional scenario applicable to embodiments of a method for joint transmission according to the present
invention;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart for an embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart for another embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart for still another embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the present
invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of MAC layer frame header control fields in still another embodiment of the
method for joint transmission according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a CTS frame in still another embodiment of the method for joint transmission
according to the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of fields in a HEW Indication frame body in still another embodiment of the
method for joint transmission according to the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a transmission process in still another embodiment of the method for joint transmission
according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a transmission process in still another embodiment of the method for joint transmission
according to the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram for an embodiment of an initiating AP according to the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram for an embodiment of a coordinated AP according to the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram for an embodiment of a station STA according to the present invention; and
FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram for another embodiment of the station STA according to the present
invention.

hDESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0031] Embodiments of the present invention provides a method for joint transmission (JT), the method may be applied
in WLAN where a channel is obtained based on contention. FIG. 1 is an optional scenario applicable to embodiments
of the method for joint transmission according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, STA1 is associated with
AP1, and AP2 and AP3 are coordinated APs of the AP1. The AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 are APs cooperating with each
other and are belonging to a same coordination set, and they establish a coordination relationship for participating in a
joint transmission and can cooperate to send data to the STA1 jointly. Taking FIG. 1 as an example, the method for joint
transmission according to the present invention describes how to ensure data to be sent to the STA1 simultaneously
among the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3, so as to satisfy the synchronization requirement for JT. For the convenience of
description, the AP1 is referred to as an initiating AP, namely, the STA1 is associated with the AP1, and the AP1 initiates
this JT and requests the AP2 and the AP3 to cooperate with it to send data to the STA1; the AP2 and the AP3 are
referred to as coordinated APs, which mainly cooperate with the AP1 to send data simultaneously.
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Embodiment 1

[0032] FIG. 2 is a flowchart for an embodiment of a method for joint transmission according to the present invention.
This method may be executed by an initiating AP. As shown in FIG. 2, the method of the embodiment may include:

201, an initiating access point (AP) sends, to a station (STA), a request to send message used for joint transmission,
where the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated
AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission.

[0033] For example, the initiating AP may be the AP1 as shown in FIG. 1, which can send the request to send message
to the STA1 after obtaining a channel resource via contention. The request to send message includes a joint transmission
indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission. In the
following description of the embodiment, for example, the request to send message may be a request to send control
frame used for joint transmission (JT-RTS), the JT-RTS control frame is taken as an example to describe the solution
of the present invention; of course, in a specific embodiment, the request to send message may also be a control frame
with other names or in other forms.
[0034] In this embodiment, for example, the JT-RTS control frame includes the joint transmission indication, so that
the STA can learn that a joint transmission mode is going to be performed subsequently according to the joint transmission
indication after receiving the JT-RTS control frame, and thus the STA may execute corresponding subsequent processes,
such as asking a coordinated AP whether it can participate in the joint transmission and etc. The coordinated AP pre-
determined to participate in the joint transmission is obtained in advance by intercommunication between the initiating
AP and a AP with which the initiating AP has established a coordination relationship, for example, since the AP1 has
already established a coordinated relationship with the AP2 and the AP3 in advance, the AP1 may thus take the AP2
and the AP3 as the coordinated APs pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission and carry address information
of the AP2 and the AP3 in the JT-RTS control frame to notify the STA.
[0035] After receiving the JT-RTS control frame, the STA may determine, according to the joint transmission indication,
that a process the STA would perform subsequently is to send a clear to send control frame used for the joint transmission
(JT-CTS) to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information included in the JT-RTS control frame and the
initiating AP.
[0036] In this embodiment, a main function of the JT-RTS control frame is that, after obtaining a channel via contention,
the initiating AP sends the JT-RTS control frame to the STA to notify the STA of information about the coordinated AP,
such as the number of coordinated APs participating in this joint transmission and the address information of these
coordinated APs. A main function of the JT-CTS control frame is that, the STA sends the JT-CTS control frame to each
AP participating in the joint transmission, and each AP may then perform synchronous data transmission accordingly
after receiving the JT-CTS control frame.
[0037] 202, after receiving the clear to send message, the initiating AP sends data to the STA according to the clear
to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously with the initiating AP.
[0038] The clear to send message may also include the joint transmission indication and the address information of
the AP participating in the joint transmission. It should be noted that, the AP participating in the joint transmission
described herein may be an AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, or may be an AP determined to
participate in the joint transmission, which will be described in detail in the following description of the embodiment. In
the following description of the embodiment, for example, the clear to send message may be a JT-CTS control frame,
and the JT-CTS control frame is taken as an example to describe the solution of the present invention; of course, in a
specific embodiment, the clear to send message may also be a control frame with other names or in other forms.
[0039] After receiving the JT-CTS control frame, when the coordinated AP determines, according to the joint trans-
mission indication included in the JT-CTS control frame, that the JT-CTS control frame includes its own address infor-
mation and that it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission, the coordinated AP sends data
to the STA according to the JT-CTS control frame simultaneously. With regard to having the channel resource for
participating in the joint transmission, the channel resource herein may be reserved or obtained via contention.
[0040] Optionally, the JT-CTS control frame may include the address information of the initiating AP, and may not
include the address information of the initiating AP. After receiving the JT-CTS control frame, the initiating AP sends
data to the STA according to the control frame. For example, the initiating AP sends data to the STA after an interval of
a fixed time (e.g., an interval of a short inter-frame space (Short Inter-Frame Space, SIFS), where the SIFS for the
interval of the initiating AP may be referred to as a first fixed time) from a time when the JT-CTS control frame is received.
The initiating AP may not need to perform judgments on the address information etc as the coordinative AP does, and
may directly start to send data to the STA after an interval of a fixed time from receiving the JT-CTS control frame.
[0041] Further, the sending of data to the STA simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP according
to the JT-CTS control frame may be: starting to send data to the STA simultaneously after intervals of a same fixed time
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from receiving the JT-CTS control frame (for example, the interval from receiving the JT-CTS control frame for the
initiating AP and that for the coordinated AP are both SIFS, where the SIFS for the interval of the initiating AP may be
referred to as a first fixed time, while the SIFS for the interval of the coordinated AP may be referred to as a second
fixed time).
[0042] Further, the JT-CTS control frame may also include the number of APs participating in the joint transmission,
and in this case, the sending of data to the STA simultaneous by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP according to
the JT-CTS control frame may be: starting to send the data to the STA simultaneously after intervals of the same fixed
time from receiving the JT-CTS control frame, in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding
to the number of APs.
[0043] For example, when there are two APs participating in the JT, the transmission may be performed in accordance
with a joint transmission coordination mode M1; when there are three APs participating in the JT, the transmission may
be performed in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode M2; in this way, the performance of the joint
transmission may be improved by applying a coordination mode adaptive to the number of APs. In a specific implemen-
tation, the initiating AP and the coordinated AP may save joint transmission communication mode information, respec-
tively, this mode information may be exchanged in advance, and the joint transmission communication mode information
includes different numbers of APs and joint transmission coordination modes corresponding to the numbers of APs.
[0044] In the method for joint transmission according to this embodiment, the STA sends a JT-CTS control frame to
the coordinated AP to notify the coordinated AP of sending data to the STA simultaneously with the initiating AP according
to the JT-CTS control frame, so that the coordinated AP and the initiating AP can realize synchronous transmission
according to the JT-CTS control frame, for example, the coordinated AP and the initiating AP both start synchronous
transmissions after an interval of SIFS from receiving the JT-CTS control frame, thereby ensuring synchronous trans-
mission among APs participating in the coordination and improving the joint transmission performance of WLAN.

Embodiment 2

[0045] FIG. 3 is a flowchart for another embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the present
invention. This method may be executed by a coordinated AP. As shown in FIG. 3, the method according to this em-
bodiment may include:

301, a coordinated AP receives a clear to send message sent by a station (STA), where the clear to send message
includes a joint transmission indication and address information of an AP participating in the joint transmission.

[0046] For example, the coordinated AP may be the AP2 and the AP3 as shown in FIG. 1, which would receive a JT-
CTS control frame sent by the STA1, the JT-CTS control frame is sent by the STA after receiving a JT-RTS control
frame sent by an initiating AP, referring to embodiment 1 for the details. The JT-CTS control frame in this embodiment
includes the joint transmission indication and the address information of the AP participating in the joint transmission;
the AP participating in the joint transmission may be an AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission or an
AP determined to participate in the joint transmission.
[0047] 302, the coordinated AP sends data to the STA simultaneously with the initiating AP according to the clear to
send message.
[0048] According to the joint transmission indication included in the JT-CTS control frame, when the coordinated AP
determines that the address information in the JT-CTS control frame includes its own address information and that it
itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission, the coordinated AP then sends data to the STA
simultaneously with the initiating AP according to the JT-CTS control frame.
[0049] Similar to embodiment 1, the coordinated AP sends data to the STA simultaneously with the initiating AP
according to the JT-CTS control frame, which may be, both the coordinated AP and the initiating AP send data to the
STA simultaneously after an interval of the same fixed time (for example, an interval of SIFS) from the JT-CTS control
frame, after receiving the JT-CTS control frame.
[0050] Or, the coordinated AP and the initiating AP may send data to the STA simultaneously after receiving the JT-
CTS control frame and after an interval of the same fixed time from the JT-CTS control frame, according to the number
of APs participating in the joint transmission included in the JT-CTS control frame, in accordance with a joint transmission
coordination mode corresponding to the number of APs. In this case, before receiving the JT-CTS control frame sent
by the STA, the coordinated AP may also receive a joint transmission request message sent by the STA. The joint
transmission request message is, for example, a joint transmission request control frame, i.e. a JTR frame, where the
JTR frame is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in the joint transmission. The JTR
frame includes the joint transmission indication and the address information of the coordinated AP pre-determined to
participate in the joint transmission. When the coordinated AP determines that its own address information is included
in the JTR frame and that it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission, the coordinated AP
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then returns a joint transmission request acknowledgment message to the STA, where this message is, for example, a
joint transmission request acknowledgment (JTRA) control frame. In this way, the STA may determine the number of
APs participating in the joint transmission according to the JTRA control frame, and includes the number of APs in the
JT-CTS control frame.

Embodiment 3

[0051] FIG. 4 is a flowchart for another embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the present
invention. This method may be executed by a station (STA). As shown in FIG. 4, the method according to this embodiment
may include:

401, a station (STA) receives a request to send message sent by an initiating AP, where the request to send message
includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate
in the joint transmission.

[0052] The coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission is determined by the initiating AP.
The initiating AP has already established a coordinated relationship with the AP in advance, and has learnt the address
information of the coordinated AP, and thus can carry the address information of the coordinated AP in a JT-RTS control
frame and send to the STA. The initiating AP may send the JT-RTS control frame to the STA after determining that it
has obtained a channel resource via contention.
[0053] 402, the STA sends, according to the joint transmission indication, a clear to send message used for the joint
transmission, to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP.
[0054] After receiving the JT-RTS control frame sent by the initiating AP, the STA learns, according to the joint trans-
mission indication included in the JT-RTS control frame, that joint transmission is going to be performed subsequently;
then, the STA may send a JT-CTS control frame to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information in the
JT-RTS control frame and the initiating AP, to enable the initiating AP and the coordinated AP to send data to the STA
according to the JT-CTS control frame simultaneously.
[0055] Further, if the channel resource of the coordinated AP is obtained via contention, then the STA may also send
a JTR frame to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information in the JT-RTS control frame after receiving
the JT-RTS control frame sent by the initiating AP and before sending the JT-CTS control frame to the coordinated AP
and the initiating AP, where the JTR frame is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate
in the joint transmission, and where the JTR frame includes the joint transmission indication and the address information
of the coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission. When the coordinated AP determines that
its own address information is included in the JTR frame and that it itself has a channel resource for participating in the
joint transmission (this resource may be reserved or obtained via contention for example), the coordinated AP may return
a JTRA control frame to the STA to acknowledge that it can participate in this JT. The STA may determine the number
of APs participating in the joint transmission and the address information according to the JTRA control frame it received,
and include the number of APs and the address information in the JT-CTS control frame.
[0056] Of course, the above manners that the STA asks the coordinated AP whether to participate in the JT by sending
a JTR control frame, and the coordinated AP notifies the STA that it may participate by returning a JTRA control frame,
are all optional manners. In specific implementations, the STA and the AP may interact in other manners.
[0057] 403, the STA receives data, where the data is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP
according to the clear to send message after receiving the clear to send message.
[0058] Further, when the JT-CTS control frame includes the number of APs that can participate in the joint transmission,
the initiating AP and the coordinated AP would simultaneously send data to the STA in accordance with a joint transmission
coordination mode corresponding to the number of APs included in the JT-CTS control frame after receiving the JT-CTS
control frame. In this way, the performance of joint transmission can be improved.
[0059] In the following embodiments, two optional joint transmission modes will be illustrated. The following description
relates to several types of control frames used for the method for joint transmission in WLAN in the embodiments of the
present invention, such as JT-RTS control frame, JT-CTS control frame, JTR control frame and JTRA control frame.
Firstly, structures of these control frames are described through an embodiment.

Embodiment 4

[0060] This embodiment describes frame structures of control frames used in the method for joint transmission ,where
two optional frame structures are mainly described:
[0061] A frame structure is as follows: a JT-RTS control frame or a JT-CTS control frame may be indicated in a MAC
frame header of a current MAC layer frame structure. Please refer to FIG. 5, which is a schematic structural diagram of
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MAC layer frame header control fields in still another embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the
present invention. The value of the subtype field subtype in the frame header may be used to indicate that this frame is
a JT-RTS control frame or a JT-CTS control frame. FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a CTS frame in still
another embodiment of the method for joint transmission according to the present invention. Please refer to FIG. 6,
address information of a coordinated AP may be set in a receive address field RA of the frame header (MAC Header).
In this way, when receiving a frame, a STA or an AP may determine whether this frame is a JT-RTS control frame or a
JT-CTS control frame for the joint transmission manner according to the subtype of the frame.
[0062] Another frame structure is as follows: a new control frame is introduced, specifically, the subtype shown in FIG.
5 is a reserved field (Reserved) when its value is 0000-0110, and accordingly, a control subtype is introduced in this
embodiment: HEW Indication, where the value of the subtype for the HEW Indication may be defined as 0110. As shown
in Table 1, the control frame needed for the joint transmission is set under the control frame of the HEW Indication
subtype. It should be noted that, this embodiment is only exemplary, and may be modified in specific embodiments, for
example, the introduced control subtype may have names other than HEW Indication; moreover, the value of the subtype
for the HEW Indication may be any other value within the reserved field 0000-0101.

[0063] The HEW Indication control frame includes a frame header and a frame body, the subtype field subtype is in
the frame header, the frame header of the HEW Indication control frame may be designed in the same format as the
current control frame header with specific control information being put in the frame body (Frame body). In this way, a
traditional STA may also acquire relevant information, such as NAV information, from the MAC frame header of the
HEW Indication control frame, so as to avoid problems of interference and hidden stations, thereby realizing backward
compatibility.
[0064] With regard to the frame body structure of the HEW Indication control frame, please refer to FIG. 7, which is a
schematic structural diagram of fields in the HEW Indication frame body in still another embodiment of the method for
joint transmission according to the present invention. The frame body includes a category field category, an indication
field indication and an indication elements field indication elements. The value of the category field category is configured
to indicate the type of HEW Indication, and as shown in Table 2, the value of the category in the embodiment is configured
to represent a joint transmission indication, namely, configured to indicate JT. If it is necessary to introduce other types
of control frames for the next generation WiFi network, other types may be introduced into the Category, and up to 256
types may be introduced.

[0065] The value of the indication field indication in the HEW Indication frame body is configured to indicate different
types of the control frame in a certain Category, and in this embodiment, it is configured to represent whether this frame
is a JT-RTS control frame or a JT-CTS control frame. For example, when the Category indicates that it is the JT type,
the Indication may indicate four types of control frames, JT-RTS, JT-CTS, JTR and JTRA, referring to the following Table
3 for the details.

Table 1 Description for subtypes of the control frame after introducing HEW Indication

Type Type description Subtype Subtype description

01 Control 0000-0101 Reserved
0110 HEW Indication
0111 Control Wrapper

1000 Block Ack Request
1001 Block Ack
1010 PS-Poll
1011 RTS
1100 CTS

1101 ACK
1110 CF-End
1111 CF-End+CF-Ack

Table 2 Description for the value of the category field in the fields within the HEW Indication frame body

Code Meaning

0 JT
1-255 Reserved
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[0066] The indication elements field Indication Elements in the HEW Indication frame body is used to describe specific
signaling content of a control frame indicated by the Indication field. For example, Table 4 - Table 7 illustrate information
that may be contained in the Indication Elements of the four types of control frames, JT-RTS, JT-CTS, JTR and JTRA,
respectively.

Table 3 Description for the value of the Indication field when the category field in the fields within the HEW 
Indication frame body indicates JT

Indication Name Description

0 JT-RTS This frame is sent by initiated AP to inform STA 
information of coordinated AP, including how many APs 
can join JT and Address of these APs

1 JT-CTS
This frame may be sent by STA to inform how many 
APs join JT and Address of these APs

2 JTR
This frame may be sent by STA to request potential APs 
who can join JT whether they can perform JT now

3 JTRA
This frame may be sent to respond JTR by coordinated 
APs who can join JT now

4-255 Reserved

Table 4 Content contained in Indication Elements when the Indication field indicates JT-RTS

Order Information Notes

0 Category

1 JT-RTS Indication

2 Coordinated AP Number

3 MAC Address of Coordinated APs

Table 5 Content contained in Indication Elements when the Indication field indicates JT-CTS

Order Information Notes

0 Category

1 JT-CTS Indication

2 Coordinated AP Number

3 MAC Address of Coordinated APs

Table 6 Content contained in Indication Elements when the Indication field indicates JTR

Order Information Notes

0 Category

1 JTR Indication

2 Coordinated AP Number

3 MAC Address of Coordinated APs
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[0067] As can also be seen from the aforementioned Table 4 - Table 7, for a JTR control frame or a JTRA control
frame, the value of the category field category is also configured to represent a joint transmission indication, the value
of the indication field indication is configured to represent that this frame is the JTR control frame or the JTRA control
frame. The address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements, please
refer to MAC Address of Coordinated APs in the aforementioned tables.
[0068] This embodiment, by introducing a new type of control frame, i.e. HEW Indication, and JT-RTS, JT-CTS, JTR
and JTRA defined in a new format under this control frame, not only allows the control frame to be backward compatible,
but also realizes more signaling interactions in the method for joint transmission via this control frame, and delivers more
information such as the number of coordinated APs, thereby providing support for implementation of the method for joint
transmission in WLAN.

Embodiment 5

[0069] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a transmission process in still another embodiment of the method for joint transmission
according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8, taking AP1, AP2 and AP3 in the scenario shown in FIG. 1 as
an example, this embodiment assumes that the AP1 (the initiating AP) has established a coordination relationship with
the AP2 and the AP3, and has finished information exchange for the joint transmission. Besides, in this embodiment,
channel resources for the AP2 and the AP3 may be reserved for this joint transmission; but the channel resource for
the AP1 may be reserved or obtained via contention.
[0070] After obtaining a right to use a channel via contention, the AP1 sends a JT-RTS control frame to the STA1,
where the JT-RTS control frame includes a joint transmission indication and address information of coordinated APs
pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, and also includes the number of these coordinated APs. Refer
to the previous embodiment for the specific format of the JT-RTS control frame, and details are not described herein.
For example, the category field in the HEW Indication frame body may be set to 0, which represents JT and corresponds
to the joint transmission indication. The Indication field in the frame body may be set to 0, which represents a JT-RTS
control frame. The address information and the number of coordinated APs may be set in the Indication Elements field.
[0071] After receiving the JT-RTS control frame, the STA1 learns, according to the joint transmission indication, that
joint transmission is going to be performed subsequently, and learns that this frame is a JT-RTS control frame. The
STA1 may send a JT-CTS control frame, this JT-CTS control frame may be broadcasted, so that both the coordinated
APs and the initiating AP may receive the JT-CTS control frame, namely, the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 can all receive
the JT-CTS control frame sent by the STA1. In the JT-CTS control frame, the STA1 may set a joint transmission indication
and address information of the APs participating in the joint transmission.
[0072] Regarding the address information of the APs participating in the joint transmission included in the JT-CTS
control frame, the APs may specifically include the coordinated APs and the initiating AP. However, for the coordinated
APs, the coordinated APs included in the JT-CTS control frame are obtained from the JT-RTS control frame by the
STA1, and are the coordinated APs pre-determined to participate in this JT which are determined by the AP1, such as
the AP2 and the AP3. If the channel resources for the coordinated APs are reserved, then in fact, after the STA1 sends
the JT-CTS control frame, these coordinated APs can all participate in this JT. If the channel resource for the coordinated
APs are obtained via contention rather than reserved, then the coordinated APs pre-determined to participate which are
obtained from the JT-RTS control frame and carried in the JT-CTS control frame by the STA1, may not be able to
participate in this JT after the STA1 sends the JT-CTS control frame, for example, the AP2 receives the JT-CTS control
frame, but fails to obtain a channel resource via contention, and thus will not participate in the joint transmission.
[0073] Specifically, after receiving the JT-CTS control frame, both the initiating AP and the coordinated APs may learn
that this is a joint transmission according to the joint transmission indication included in the JT-CTS control frame, and
may further judge whether the address information in the JT-CTS control frame includes their own address information,
and may start to send data to the STA if their own address information is included in the JT-CTS control frame and they
themself have channel resources for participating in the JT.
[0074] For example, as shown in FIG. 8, the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 may all receive the JT-CTS control frame sent

Table 7 Content contained in Indication Elements when the Indication field indicates JTRA

Order Information Notes

0 Category

1 JTR A Indication

2 Coordinated AP Number

3 MAC Address of Coordinated APs
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by the STA1, and determine that their own address information is included in this frame and they have channel resources
for participating in the JT, then all the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 send data to the STA simultaneously after an interval
of the same fixed time from the JT-CTS control frame. As shown in FIG. 8, after an interval of SIFS from the JT-CTS
control frame, all the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 send data, such as the illustrated PLCP protocol data unit (PLCP
Protocol Data Unit, PPDU) for STA1, i.e., starting to send data to the STA1.
[0075] Optionally, the aforementioned JT-CTS control frame may contain the address of the initiating AP (as described
in the above solution), or may not contain the address of the initiating AP. If the aforementioned JT-CTS control frame
does not contain the address of the initiating AP, the initiating AP then takes the JT-CTS received after sending of the
JT-RTS as a frame for responding the JT-RTS by default, and sends data to the STA accordingly.
[0076] In the method for joint transmission according to this embodiment, STA1 sends a JT-CTS control frame to each
AP participating in the joint transmission, so that each AP may send data to the STA1 simultaneously after an interval
of a fixed time from receiving the control frame, thereby realizing the synchronization of joint transmission.

Embodiment 6

[0077] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a transmission process in another embodiment of the method for joint transmission
according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 9, AP1, AP2 and AP3 in the scenario shown in FIG. 1 are still taken
as an example, however, this embodiment describes a joint transmission process based on contention, where channel
resources of coordinated APs, such as the AP2 and the AP3, are obtained via contention, rather than as in embodiment
5, where the channel resources of the coordinated APs are reserved in advance.
[0078] In the embodiment, the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 firstly establish a coordination relationship, and after the
coordination relationship is established, if the AP1 wants to send data to the STA1 in a coordination manner of joint
transmission, then the AP1 needs to exchange joint transmission communication mode information with the AP2 and
the AP3, including information about data to be jointly sent to the STA1, different numbers of coordinated APs, joint
transmission coordination modes corresponding to the numbers of the APs and etc. Besides, these APs also exchange:
whether they will participate in this joint transmission, namely whether they will participate in the coordination.
[0079] In this embodiment, the information about the joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the number
of APs needs to be maintained, since transmission resources of the AP2 and the AP3 for the joint transmission are also
obtained via contention, this contention results in that at the time when the AP1 obtains the right to use the channel via
contention, the AP2 and the AP3 may not be able to have transmission resources to use for the joint transmission.
However, the performance of the joint transmission would be substantially decreased if the joint transmission cannot be
performed by excepted number of APs. For example, after the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3 establish a coordination
relationship, the AP1 wants to send data to the STA1 in a manner of joint transmission, then the AP1 communicates
with the AP2 and the AP3 about whether joint transmission can be preformed. The AP2 and the AP3 can only judge
whether they are willing to perform the joint transmission and whether they have transmission resources for the joint
transmission currently. Due to the uncertainty of the channel resource contention of the AP1, when the AP1 obtains the
right to use a channel via contention, the AP2 or the AP3 may have no transmission resource to be used for the joint
transmission, and thus cannot participate in the joint transmission. If the original plan is to perform the joint transmission
by three APs, the AP1, the AP2 and the AP3, however, when the AP1 obtains the right to use the channel via contention,
the AP3 cannot participate in the joint transmission, and thus only the AP1 and the AP2 are left to perform the joint
transmission. Then, if the AP1 and the AP2 still send data in accordance with the transmission power and MCS corre-
sponding to a scenario where the three APs all participate in the joint transmission, then the performance of joint
transmission would be substantially decreased. Therefore, the joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to
the number of the APs should be maintained; depending on how many APs participate in the joint transmission in the
end, then data will be sent according to the power and the MCS corresponding to the number of APs performing the
joint transmission, so as to ensure the performance of the joint transmission.
[0080] After the aforementioned initiating AP and the coordinated APs exchange relevant information about the joint
transmission, the AP1 starts to content for the right to use a channel. After obtaining the channel via contention, the AP1
sends a JT-RTS control frame to the STA1 to indicate that joint transmission is going to be performed subsequently,
and indicate the number of APs pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission and their address information.
[0081] After receiving the JT-RTS frame, the STA1 sends a JTR control frame to the coordinated APs indicated in the
JT-RTS, so as to ask these APs whether they can participate in subsequent joint transmission; the JTR frame includes
a joint transmission indication and address information of the coordinated APs pre-determined to participate in the joint
transmission. The STA1 may broadcast the JTR frame out since the JTR frame is sent to multiple APs simultaneously.
[0082] The coordinated AP which receives the JTR frame may check whether its own addresses is in the JTR control
frame sent by the STA1. If exist, judge whether it itself can participate in the subsequent joint transmission now, that is,
judging whether it has a channel resource to participate in the joint transmission, for example, whether it has a reserved
resource or has obtained a resource via contention. If the coordinated AP can participate, then it may return a JTRA
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control frame to the STA1. If the coordinated AP cannot participate, then it does not return the JTRA control frame.
[0083] The STA1 counts the number of received JTRA control frames and the address of APs that send these JTRAs,
and decides how many APs would participate in the subsequent joint transmission, namely, determines the number of
APs participating in the joint transmission. Then, the STA1 puts the information about how many APs would participate
in the joint transmission, namely the number of APs participating in the joint transmission, and the address information
of these APs into a JT-CTS control frame and broadcasts it out.
[0084] The APs which receive the JT-CTS control frame judge, according to the total number of APs participating in
the joint transmission and the address information indicated in the JT-CTS control frame, whether their own address
information is in the JT-CTS control frame, and if there is and they have channel resources for participating in the joint
transmission, then the APs (including the initiating AP and the coordinated APs) send data to the STA1 in accordance
with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the number of APs simultaneously after an interval of SIFS
from the JT-CTS control frame. The STA1 receives the data which is sent by the initiating AP and the coordinated APs
in accordance with the joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the number of APs.
[0085] Optionally, in this embodiment, the manner in which an AP returns the JTRA is not limited, which may be TDMA,
CDMA or other multiple access manner.

Embodiment 7

[0086] FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram for an embodiment of an initiating AP according to the present
invention. This initiating AP can execute any method according to the method embodiments of the present invention.
This embodiment merely describes the structure of the initiating AP briefly, referring to the method embodiments for the
specific work principle thereof. As shown in FIG. 10, the initiating AP in this embodiment may include: an information
transceiving unit 1001 and a data transmission unit 1002.
[0087] The information transceiving unit 1001 is configured to send a request to send message used for the joint
transmission, to a station (STA), where the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address
information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, to enable the STA to send,
according to the joint transmission indication, a clear to send message used for joint transmission, to the coordinated
AP corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP, to enable the coordinated AP to send data to the
STA according to the clear to send message; and is configured to receive the clear to send message.
[0088] The data transmission unit 1002 is configured to send data to the STA according to the clear to send message
after the information transceiving unit 1001 receives the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA
simultaneously with the coordinated AP.
[0089] Further, the data transmission unit 1002 is specifically configured to send the data to the STA after an interval
of a first fixed time from a time when the information transceiving unit 1001 receives the clear to send message, where
the first fixed time is the same as a second fixed time, and where the second fixed time is a time interval between
receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by the coordinated AP.
[0090] Further, the data transmission unit 1002 is specifically configured to send data to the STA in accordance with
a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to a number of APs participating in the joint transmission.
[0091] Further, the information transceiving unit 1001 is further configured to, before receiving the clear to send
message, exchange joint transmission communication mode information with the coordinated AP, where the joint trans-
mission communication mode information includes different numbers of APs and joint transmission coordination modes
corresponding to the numbers of APs.
[0092] Further, the request to send message or the clear to send message is a control frame, including a frame header
and a frame body; the frame header includes a subtype field subtype, and the frame body includes a category field
category, an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements; a value of the subtype field
subtype is configured to indicate that the request to send message or the clear to send message is a HEW Indication
frame; a value of the category field category is configured to represent a joint transmission indication, a value of the
indication field indication is configured to represent that the control frame is a JT-RTS control frame or a JT-CTS control
frame; and the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.
[0093] Further, the request to send message or the clear to send message is a control frame, the control frame
represents, via the value of the subtype field subtype in the frame header, that the control frame is a JT-RTS control
frame or a JT-CTS control frame; and the address information of the coordinated AP is set in a receive address field RA
of the frame header.

Embodiment 8

[0094] FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram for an embodiment of a coordinated AP according to the present
invention. This coordinated AP can execute any method according to the method embodiments of the present invention.
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This embodiment merely describes the structure of the coordinated AP briefly, and the method embodiments may be
referred to for the specific work principle thereof. As shown in FIG. 11, the coordinated AP in this embodiment may
include: an information transceiving unit 1101, an information processing unit 1102 and a data transmission unit 1103.
[0095] The information transceiving unit 1101 is configured to receive a clear to send message sent by a station (STA),
where the clear to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of an AP participating
in the joint transmission, and where the clear to send message is sent by the STA after receiving a request to send
message sent by an initiating AP.
[0096] The information processing unit 1102 is configured to judge, according to the joint transmission indication
included in the clear to send message, whether the address information in the clear to send message includes its own
address information and whether it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission.
[0097] The data transmission unit 1103 is configured to send data to the STA according to the clear to send message
when a judging result of the information processing unit is yes, to realize sending data to the STA simultaneously with
the initiating AP.
[0098] Further, the information transceiving unit 1101 is further configured to, before receiving the clear to send
message sent by the STA, receive a joint transmission request message sent by the STA, where the joint transmission
request message is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in the joint transmission,
where the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated
AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission.
[0099] The information processing unit 1102 is further configured to, when determining that its own address information
is included in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has the channel resource for participating in the
joint transmission, instruct the information transceiving unit to return a joint transmission request acknowledgment mes-
sage to the STA, to enable the STA to determine a number of APs participating in the joint transmission according to
the joint transmission request acknowledgment message, and include the number of APs in the clear to send message.
[0100] The data transmission unit 1103 is specifically configured to send data to the STA after an interval of a second
fixed time from a time when the clear to send message is received, according to the number of APs participating in the
joint transmission included in the clear to send message and in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode
corresponding to the number of APs; where the second fixed time is the same as a first fixed time, and the first fixed
time is a time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending data to the STA by the initiating AP.
[0101] Further, the joint transmission request message or the joint transmission request acknowledgment message
is a control frame, including a frame header and a frame body; the frame header includes a subtype field subtype, and
the frame body includes a category field category, an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication
elements; a value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the joint transmission request message or
the joint transmission request acknowledgment message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category
is configured to represent a joint transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to represent
that the control frame is a JTR control frame or a JTRA control frame; and the address information of the coordinated
AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.

Embodiment 9

[0102] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram for an embodiment of a station (STA) according to the present
invention. This STA can execute any method according to the method embodiment of the present invention. This em-
bodiment merely describes the structure of the STA briefly, and the method embodiments may be referred to for the
specific work principle thereof. As shown in FIG. 12, the STA in this embodiment may include: an information transceiving
unit 1201 and a data receiving unit 1202.
[0103] The information transceiving unit 1201 is configured to receive a request to send message sent by an initiating
AP, where the request to send message includes a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated
AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission; and to send, according to the joint transmission indication, a
clear to send message used for joint transmission, to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information and
the initiating AP.
[0104] The data receiving unit 1202 is configured to receive data which is sent according to the clear to send message
simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the
clear to send message.
[0105] FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram for another embodiment of the station (STA) according to the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 13, based on the structure illustrated in FIG. 12, the information transceiving unit 1201 is
further configured to send a joint transmission request message to the coordinated AP when a channel resource of the
coordinated AP is obtained via contention, where the joint transmission request message is configured for the STA to
ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in joint transmission, and the JTR frame includes a joint transmission
indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission; and to
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receive a joint transmission request acknowledgment message returned by the coordinated AP, where the joint trans-
mission request acknowledgment message is sent by the coordinated AP when determining that its own address infor-
mation is included in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has a channel resource for participating in
the joint transmission.
[0106] The STA further includes: an information processing unit 1203, configured to determine, according to the joint
transmission request acknowledgment message, a number of APs participating in the joint transmission, and include
the number of APs in the clear to send message.
[0107] The data receiving unit 1202 is specifically configured to receive data, which is sent to the STA simultaneously
by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding
to the number of APs included in the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the
clear to send message.
[0108] Persons of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or part of the steps in the above method embodiments
may be implemented by a program instructing relevant hardware. The program may be stored in a computer readable
storage medium. When the program is executed, the steps in the foregoing method embodiments are performed. The
storage medium may include any medium capable of storing program codes, such as a ROM, a RAM, a magnetic disk,
or an optical disk.
[0109] Finally, it should be noted that the foregoing embodiments are merely intended for describing the technical
solutions of the present invention other than limiting the present invention. Although the present invention is described
in detail with reference to the foregoing embodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art should understand that he may
still make modifications to the technical solutions described in the foregoing embodiments, or make equivalent replace-
ments to some technical features thereof, without departing from the spirit and scope of the technical solutions of the
embodiments of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for joint transmission, comprising:

sending, by an initiating access point AP to a station STA, a request to send message used for the joint trans-
mission, wherein the request to send message comprises a joint transmission indication and address information
of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, to enable the STA to send a clear
to send message used for the joint transmission to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address information
and the initiating AP according to the joint transmission indication, to enable the coordinated AP to send data
to the STA according to the clear to send message;
sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA according to the clear to send message after receiving the
clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously with the coordinated AP .

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein a channel resource for the coordinated AP is reserved or obtained via
contention.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA according to the
clear to send message comprises:

sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA after an interval of a first fixed time from receiving the clear
to send message, wherein the first fixed time is same as a second fixed time, and where the second fixed time
is a time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by the coordinated
AP.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the sending, by the initiating AP, the data to the STA comprises:

sending, by the initiating AP, data to the STA in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corre-
sponding to a number of APs participating in the joint transmission.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein before the initiating AP receives the clear to send message, further
comprising:

exchanging, between the initiating AP and the coordinated AP, joint transmission communication mode infor-
mation, wherein the transmission communication mode information comprises different numbers of APs and
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joint transmission coordination modes corresponding to the numbers of APs.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the request to send message or the clear to send message
is a control frame, comprising a frame header and a frame body;
the frame header comprises a subtype field subtype, the frame body comprises a category field category, an indication
field indication and an indication elements field indication elements;
a value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the request to send message or the clear to send
message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category is configured to represent the joint
transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to represent that the control frame is
a request to send control frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint
transmission; and
the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.

7. The apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the request to send message or the clear to send
message is a control frame, and the control frame represents that the control frame is a request to send control
frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint transmission, via the a of a
subtype field subtype in a frame header; and
the address information of the coordinated AP is set in a receive address field RA of the frame header.

8. A method for joint transmission, comprising:

receiving, by a coordinated AP, a clear to send message sent by a station STA, wherein the clear to send
message comprises a joint transmission indication and address information of an AP participating in the joint
transmission, and wherein the clear to send message is sent by the STA after receiving a request to send
message sent by an initiating AP;
when determining, according to the joint transmission indication comprised in the clear to send message, that
the address information in the clear to send message comprises its own address information and that it itself
has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission, sending, by the coordinated AP, data to the
STA according to the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously with the
initiating AP.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the channel resource for the coordinated AP is reserved or obtained via
contention.

10. The method according to claim 8, wherein before the receiving, by the coordinated AP, the clear to send message
sent by the station STA, further comprising:

receiving, by the coordinated AP, a joint transmission request message sent by the STA, wherein the joint
transmission request message is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in
the joint transmission, wherein the joint transmission request message comprises the joint transmission indi-
cation and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission;
when determining, by the coordinated AP, that its own address information is comprised in the joint transmission
request message and that it itself has the channel resource for participating in the joint transmission, returning
a joint transmission request acknowledgment message to the STA, to enable the STA to determine a number
of APs participating in the joint transmission according to the joint transmission request acknowledgment mes-
sage and include the number of APs in the clear to send message;

wherein the sending the data to the STA according to the clear to send message comprises:

sending, by the coordinated AP, the data to the STA according to the number of the APs participating in the
joint transmission included in the clear to send message and in accordance with a joint transmission coordination
mode corresponding to the number of the APs.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the joint transmission request message or the joint transmission request
acknowledgment message is a control frame, comprising a frame header and a frame body;
wherein the frame header comprises a subtype field subtype, and the frame body comprises a category field category,
an indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements;
a value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the joint transmission request message or the joint
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transmission request acknowledgment message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category
is configured to represent the joint transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to
represent that the control frame is a joint transmission request control frame or a joint transmission request acknowl-
edgment control frame; and
the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.

12. A method for joint transmission, comprising:

receiving, by a station STA, a request to send message sent by an initiating AP, wherein the request to send
message comprises a joint transmission indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined
to participate in the joint transmission;
sending, by the STA, according to the joint transmission indication, a clear to send message, to the coordinated
AP corresponding to the address information and the initiating AP;
receiving, by the STA, data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP according
to the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear to send message.

13. The method according to claim 12, after the receiving, by the station STA, the request to send message sent by the
initiating AP, and before the sending the clear to send message to the coordinated AP corresponding to the address
information and the initiating AP, further comprising:

sending, by the STA, a joint transmission request message to the coordinated AP, wherein the joint transmission
request message is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP whether to participate in the joint trans-
mission, wherein the JTR frame comprises the joint transmission indication and the address information of the
coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission;
receiving, by the STA, a joint transmission request acknowledgment message returned by the coordinated AP,
wherein the joint transmission request acknowledgment message is sent by the coordinated AP when deter-
mining that its own address information is comprised in the joint transmission request message and that it itself
has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission;
determining, by the STA, according to the joint transmission request acknowledgment message, a number of
APs participating in the joint transmission, and including the number of the APs in the clear to send message;

wherein the receiving, by the STA, the data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated
according to the clear to send message AP after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear to send
message comprises:

receiving, by the STA, data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the coordinated AP in accordance
with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the number of the APs included in the clear to
send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive the clear to send message.

14. An initial access point AP, comprising:

an information transceiving unit, configured to send, to a station STA, a request to send message used for joint
transmission, wherein the request to send message comprises a joint transmission indication and address
information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission, to enable the STA to
send, according to the joint transmission indication, a clear to send message to the coordinated AP corresponding
to the address information and the initiating AP, to enable the coordinated AP to send data to the STA according
to the clear to send message; and configured to receive the clear to send message;
a data transmission unit, configured to, after the information transceiving unit receives the clear to send message,
send the data to the STA according to the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA
simultaneously with the coordinated AP.

15. The initiating AP according to claim 14, wherein the data transmission unit is specifically configured to send the data
to the STA after an interval of a first fixed time from a time when the information transceiving unit receives the clear
to send message, wherein the first fixed time is same as a second fixed time, and wherein the second fixed time is
a time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by the coordinated AP.

16. The initiating AP according to claim 15, wherein the data transmission unit is specifically configured to send data to
the STA in accordance with a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to a number of APs participating
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in the joint transmission.

17. The initiating AP according to claim 16, wherein the information transceiving unit is further configured to exchange
joint transmission communication mode information with the coordinated AP before receiving the clear to send
message, wherein the joint transmission communication mode information comprises different numbers of APs and
joint transmission coordination modes corresponding to the numbers of APs.

18. The initiating AP according to any one of claims 14 to 17, wherein the request to send message or the clear to send
message is a control frame, comprising a frame header and a frame body;
the frame header comprises a subtype field subtype, and the frame body comprises a category field category, an
indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements;
a value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the request to send message or the clear to send
message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category is configured to represent the joint
transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to represent that the control frame is
a request to send control frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send control frame used for the joint
transmission; and
the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.

19. The initiating AP according to any one of claims 14 to 17, wherein the request to send message or the clear to send
message is a control frame, and the control frame represents, via a value of a subtype field subtype in a frame
header, that the control frame is a request to send control frame used for the joint transmission or a clear to send
control frame used for the joint transmission; and
the address information of the coordinated AP is set in a receive address field RA of the frame header.

20. A coordinated access point AP, comprising:

an information transceiving unit, configured to receive a clear to send message sent by a station STA, wherein
the clear to send message comprises a joint transmission indication and address information of an AP partici-
pating in the joint transmission; wherein the clear to send message is sent by the STA after receiving a request
to send message sent by an initiating AP;
an information processing unit, configured to judge, according to the joint transmission indication comprised in
the clear to send message, whether the address information in the clear to send message comprises its own
address information and whether it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint transmission;
a data transmission unit, configured to, when a judging result of the information processing unit is yes, send
data to the STA according to the clear to send message, to realize sending the data to the STA simultaneously
with the initiating AP.

21. The coordinated AP according to claim 20, wherein the information transceiving unit is further configured to, before
receiving the clear to send message sent by the STA, receive a joint transmission request message sent by the
STA, wherein the joint transmission request message is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP whether
to participate in the joint transmission, wherein the joint transmission request message comprises the joint trans-
mission indication and address information of a coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission;
the information processing unit is further configured to, when determining that its own address information is com-
prised in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has a channel resource for participating in the joint
transmission, instruct the information transceiving unit to return a joint transmission request acknowledgment mes-
sage to the STA, to enable the STA to determine a number of APs participating in the joint transmission according
to the joint transmission request acknowledgment message and include the number of the APs in the clear to send
message;
the data transmission unit is specifically configured to send the data to the STA according to the number of the APs
participating in the joint transmission included in the clear to send message, in accordance with a joint transmission
coordination mode corresponding to the number of the APs after an interval of a second fixed time from a time when
the clear to send message is received; wherein the second fixed time is same as a first fixed time, wherein the first
fixed time is a time interval between receiving the clear to send message and sending the data to the STA by the
initiating AP.

22. The coordinated AP according to claim 21, wherein the joint transmission request message or the joint transmission
request acknowledgment message is a control frame, comprising a frame header and a frame body;
the frame header comprises a subtype field subtype, and the frame body comprises a category field category, an
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indication field indication and an indication elements field indication elements;
a value of the subtype field subtype is configured to indicate that the joint transmission request message or the joint
transmission request acknowledgment message is a HEW Indication frame; a value of the category field category
is configured to represent the joint transmission indication, a value of the indication field indication is configured to
represent that the control frame is a joint transmission request control frame or a joint transmission request acknowl-
edgment control frame; and
the address information of the coordinated AP is set in the indication elements field indication elements.

23. A station STA, comprising:

an information transceiving unit, configured to receive a request to send message sent by an initiating AP,
wherein the request to send message comprises a joint transmission indication and address information of a
coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission; and to send, according to the joint
transmission indication, a clear to send message used for the joint transmission, to the coordinated AP corre-
sponding to the address information and the initiating AP;
a data receiving unit, configured to receive data which is sent simultaneously by the initiating AP and the
coordinated AP according to the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive
the clear to send message.

24. The STA according to claim 23, wherein the information transceiving unit is further configured to send a joint trans-
mission request message to the coordinated AP when a channel resource of the coordinated AP is obtained via
contention, wherein the joint transmission request message is configured for the STA to ask the coordinated AP
whether to participate in a joint transmission, wherein the JTR frame comprises the joint transmission indication and
the address information of the coordinated AP pre-determined to participate in the joint transmission; and to receive
a joint transmission request acknowledgment message returned by the coordinated AP, wherein the joint transmis-
sion request acknowledgment message is sent by the coordinated AP when determining that its own address
information is comprised in the joint transmission request message and that it itself has a channel resource for
participating in the joint transmission;
further comprising:

an information processing unit, configured to determine, according to the joint transmission request acknowl-
edgment message, a number of APs participating in the joint transmission, and include the number of the APs
in the clear to send message;
wherein the data receiving unit is specifically configured to receive data, which is sent simultaneously by the
initiating AP and the coordinated AP according to a joint transmission coordination mode corresponding to the
number of the APs included in the clear to send message after the initiating AP and the coordinated AP receive
the clear to send message.
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